








About Us 

At betterdeal.com we’re on a mission to build one of the best deal-oriented services on the web 
and mobile, with community it’s core component. Betterdeal is a digital product platform and its 
remit goes beyond a simple site by using technology to enable users to find a better deal for 
them. 

The betterdeal.com platform will allow users to find a better deal for themself, taking the time to 
understand them, allow them to understand their options within context and most importantly 
creating a smoother and easier experience.
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Position: Front-End Engineer 
In this role, you’ll work with a small mission-driven team reinventing a category and help make deal hunting fun again. 

We work on a number of different projects that span technologies, systems, and processes. A few of the technologies we’re  leveraging at betterdeal.com 
include HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery, React, FileMaker and AWS. 

Category: Engineering &  IT 
Position: Front-End Engineer 
Salary: 25k-35k + benefits (depending on level of experience and qualifications)
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Position: Front-End Engineer 
You’ll fit in perfectly  with our team if 
- You not only love coding, but also take the time to reflect on the benefits and the drawbacks of your tools 
- You drive for a clean code, but also know how to make “shortcuts” 
- You  care about usability, user interaction and of course - making the interface beautiful 
- In general, technology excites you and you strive to learn something new on a daily basis! 

Here are few things  you could work on at betterdeal.com 
- Our website: build using React and modern tooling. It will be a deal-oriented website with a community as its core component. 
- Our mobile app: build with all the modern tooling. The application will provide functions like deals, alerts, search, discussions, and on-boarding. 
- And many more: such us our internal tools and other integrations where you are encouraged to extend your impact to  those areas as well. 

Requirements 
- 2+years industry experience 
- Solid understanding  of JavaScript, and experience with React 
- Fluency in HTML, CSS and related web technologies 
- Proactive attitude and product mindset - you own what you build! 
- Demonstrated knowledge of computer science fundamentals 
- Awareness of  cross-browser compatibility issues and client-side performance considerations 
- Demonstrated design and UX sensibilities 
- You have experience in working in an agile environment and the ability to adapt quickly to changing product priorities 
- Your excellent communication and presentation skills will help you collaborate with teams members
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Position: Product Designer 
In this role, you’ll work with a small mission-driven team reinventing a category and help make deal hunting fun again. 

Category: Design & UX 
Position: Product Designer 
Salary: 25k-35k + benefits (depending on level of experience and qualifications)



Position: Product Designer 
You’ll fit in perfectly  with our team if 
- You not only know how to make things beautiful, but also know how to speak the language of the user 
- You’re passionate about the entire design process; from the technical architecture to the final interface 
- You have a strong portfolio that demonstrates a well-structure iterative design process from turning an idea into a creative and unique design 

Here are few things  you could work on at betterdeal.com 
- Our website: build using all the modern tooling. It will be a deal-oriented website with a community as its core component. 
- Our mobile app: build with all the modern tooling. The application will provide functions such as deals, alerts, search, discussions and on-boarding. 
- And many more: like our internal tools where you are encouraged to extend your impact to those areas as well. 

Requirements 
- 2+years industry experience 
- Solid understanding of Adobe CC Suite, and experience with Sketch 
- You know the common design tools and services 
- Knowledge of web technologies (e.g. CSS, HTML, JS), experience with prototyping tools 
- You have experience in working in an agile environment  and the ability to adapt quickly to changing product priorities 
- Your excellent communication and presentations kills will help you collaborate with team members
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Benefits 

- Budget of for attending conferences and advancing your career through further education 
- Weekly lunch and learn session, where we exchange ideas 
- 28 days of vacation, including bank holidays 
- Open workspace environment 
- Monthly pizza night, board game nights, game console, and kicker table 
- All the startup swag you expect: a shiny MacBook to use and unlimited coffee or tea
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12 Ravensbury Terrace 
London SW18 4RL 
020 3475 2013 
hello@betterdeal.com


